












Introduction 
 

To start from the end and build backwards.  
 
Visions of Utopia always come from a realization of 
imperfection in the present world in which one is living; 
More’s Utopia, Bacon’s New Atlantis, to the more 
contemporary versions of science fiction such as the 
works of Ursula K. Le Guin or Iain M. Banks’ Culture 
Series.  Quite often these stories begin with exploration 
and discovery.  The characters within them stumble 
upon a civilization which just happens to function 
perfectly.  These stories don’t, however, provide us with 
a road map to this perfection.  The task of writing the 
transition is an arduous and nearly impossible task, for 
perfection to some is oppression and fascism for 
another.  
 
The exhibitions in Something Utopian attempt to bridge 
worlds, but also understand that sometimes that bridge 
is not going to be possible.   
 
The (post) modernist world we find ourselves within 
seems to only need maintenance, not new ideas. 
Massive skyscrapers built in the last century populate 
and form our cities.  To the question, what does the 
world need from future generations that it doesn’t 
already have, these monoliths seem to answer…nothing.  
For an empire built on progress, to claim the world is 
complete is antithetical.  Dozer, perhaps requires us to 



tear down our monuments so that we might build a 
better infrastructure from their ruins.   
 
If we do not wish to tear down our cities and start 
anew…where are we to go.  The billionaires, and their 
new space race cry out – The Final Frontier!  
 
XOU|Shuffle Playlist looks as space exploration from a 
seemingly playful stance.  The characters within, often 
accompanied by space dogs, explore…but do not 
colonize.  This human need for curiosity does not 
necessarily require a need for domination and 
ownership.  As we move into the stars (into the future?) 
this distinction is going to be required so that we do not 
do to other planets and moons what we have done to 
our own.   
 
Latent Furnaces explores this depletion of resources in 
the form of oven heating elements, specially designed to 
heat up and cool down, to trap heat and then let it go.  
Are our products, our inventions self-portraits of our 
civilizations?  
 

*** 
 
These exhibitions offer visions of the present, and 
visions of the future so that we can begin to think about 
how we get there.  But we must also not be afraid to ask, 
what if our future is easier achieved by starting over than 
by trying to alter the current system?  
 



Something Utopian is a call to question, to look at our 
world and seek out its imperfections, in order to 
visualize what type of world it is that we want.   
 

~ Ian Breidenbach 
Curator, The Neon Heater 
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